Jacob Aronson
Professional experience
Jacob has accumulated vast experience in dispute resolution, amassed from his 13 years as an entrepreneur in
the leisure, manufacturing and global export industries. After completing his business degree in Edinburgh at
the age of 21, he established his first business in Lagos, Nigeria where he set up a MRF facility recycling
aluminium and plastics for the global export market. He found himself faced daily with complicated and
delicate disputes that required careful mediation with port authorities, shipping agents, local suppliers and
overseas buyers from China and India. Patience, understanding and lateral thinking were always of paramount
importance to ensure the continued success of his business.
These experiences have proved priceless as he is now proficient in handling cultural differences whilst
understanding their importance in mediation. He now runs his indoor leisure business in Scotland, where he
often finds time to help mediate conflicts between his staff members and management team.

Mediation Experience
Jacob Aronson is an accredited Civil / Commercial Mediator, who currently sits on the panel of mediators for
Align Mediation. He has since been on several mediation observations ranging from; a delicate sibling dispute
over their parents will, a workplace dispute involving a construction company and subcontractors and a
commercial contractual dispute, all of which resulted in successful settlements.
He has excellent listening skills and has a deep understanding of how people behave during conflict, which
enables him to tactfully extract the true interests of his clients. He is patient and always remains impartial,
whatever the circumstances. Through his training he has further developed his skills to ensure he that he is an
effective mediator.
From a very young age Jacob has had a natural flair for mediating and people have always gravitated towards
him for support with their problems. Above all else he loves helping people overcome their issues by adopting
a relaxed and personable approach to dispute resolution. Whether it be business/workplace or family/
relationship disputes, Jacob is wholly comfortable and confident in tackling any dispute head on.

